The Impact on Women: Counterterrorism Laws and Policies
Restricting Peacebuilding and Humanitarian Work

“[I]t must be recognized that women are particularly susceptible to marginalization, poverty and the suffering engendered by armed conflict, especially when they are already victims of discrimination in peacetime.”

It is widely understood that women are disproportionately impacted by armed conflict, but are also known as effective peacebuilders. In 2000, the UN Security Council issued its landmark Resolution (SCR) 1325 on Women, Peace and Security (WPS), expressing concern that civilians, particularly women and children, account for the vast majority of those adversely affected by armed conflict. This document drew attention to the experience of women during armed conflict and recommended numerous measures to include women in the prevention, management and resolution of it.

In the years following, another six UN resolutions were passed dealing with women in conflict, followed by a UN Secretary-General Report. While most of the resolutions dealt with gender-based violence in conflict, the report cited numerous examples of the disproportionate impact of armed conflict on women in a broad array of issues including mortality, illness, human rights violations and protection, displacement and peacebuilding. As one expert noted, there has been widespread criticism regarding the scope of the resolutions and their implementation. “[T]he days of platitudes are over. If gratitude for recognition of women’s rights and needs in the peace and security arena was one defining element of the initial response to the WPS agenda, demanding the acceleration of implementation of the agenda is today’s mantra.”

In the midst of these challenges, women in conflict zones are standing up and taking charge of improving their lives and their communities. At the same time, official U.S. government policy states a commitment to strengthen women’s participation at all levels of government, including identifying female partners around the world and supporting their activities. The government takes the position
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that women should not be seen as just passive recipients of its programs. “[W]omen are at the center ... not simply as beneficiaries, but also as agents of peace, reconciliation, development, growth, and stability.”8 However, U.S. aid groups working with or on behalf of women have been hindered both in terms of access and a decrease in donations. The U.S. prohibition on material support of terrorism and sanctions laws block legitimate humanitarian and peacebuilding projects and prevent money from flowing to these groups.

Changes in U.S. law are needed so that we can support women working to improve conditions in extremist-held areas and offer alternatives to armed violence. Legislative reform could allow civil society to address the root causes of the issues surrounding women in conflict, and create positive, lasting change by allowing nonprofit organizations, particularly those that focus on either women’s rights, peacebuilding or both, to enter these global hot spots to assist the women working for positive change and to provide their life-saving work.

By supporting women in conflict, all civilians—the children, the infirm, the elderly relatives of those women—will reap the benefit. “Operationalization of WPS is not only good for advancing women’s rights in conflict settings, but arguably offers one of the few ways in which conflict management and conflict ending can be sequenced and transformed in ways that undo the fiascoes of recent conflict endings and patterns of peace negotiation disappointment that define contemporary international engagement in numerous conflict and transitional sites around the globe,” according to one expert.9

Armed Extremism and Humanitarian Crises Disproportionately Affect Women

When violent extremism moves into an area, civilians are caught up in the fighting. Whether they are joining or resisting these militias, many men in the community take up arms, leaving women to provide for both children and elderly relatives. “During and after violent conflict, the proportion of female-headed households can increase and frequently have much higher dependency burdens than male-headed households. Poverty in such households is significantly exacerbated where gender-based inheritance laws deprive women of access to the property of a deceased or missing spouse, while livelihood options for women are generally in the form of self-employment in informal work or unpaid family labour.”10

10 Report of the UN Secretary-General on women and peace and security, S/2013/525, 4 September 2013, par. 44.
Armed conflict creates widows. The war in Iraq, for example, created a significant population of widowed women—an estimated one in 11 women aged 15 to 80—who, along with other women face dire poverty; lack access to basic necessities such as clean water, healthcare, sanitation, and electricity; and are unable to access financial services from the Iraqi government.\(^\text{11}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four primary ways that women are impacted by armed conflict:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Assumption of responsibility for their families:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Forced displacement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Restricted movement and limited access to essential goods and services; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sexual violence and other attacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Enhancing Protection for Civilians in Armed Conflict and Other Situations of Violence, ICRC 2008, p. 20)

In many cultures, the time spent collecting and preparing food and obtaining water is significant. When men are no longer available to assist in these tasks, the burden on women increases. At the same time, the absence of men means the women are more vulnerable to attack. Access to food and water becomes difficult if security concerns cause women to restrict their movements. These same concerns may also inhibit their ability to farm, exchange news and information, or seek community support.\(^\text{12}\)

The difficulty in accessing water during conflict cannot be overstated. During these volatile periods, water often becomes scarce and/or environmentally degraded. Because women are responsible for tasks that require water—cooking, cleaning, washing—they are heavily impacted by these situations.\(^\text{13}\) The normal road to a river or well, for example, may be controlled by an armed group, making it especially dangerous for women, forcing them to walk greater distances to access water or delay household needs.

The reproductive role of women increases their vulnerability when there are food shortages. Women of childbearing age, in addition to those actually pregnant or lactating, have specific nutritional requirements. Poor nutrition in these women can result in underweight babies and or newborns with illnesses.\(^\text{14}\) In conflict and post-conflict settings, the rate of maternal mortality tends to be approximately 50 percent higher than the global average.\(^\text{15}\)

Resource shortages during armed conflict that disrupt women’s traditional sources of income can force them to adopt new roles and engage in non-traditional work. As women become heads of household and take on work outside the home, they “may face social censure for transgressing behavioural norms.”\(^\text{16}\) Some women, desperate to feed their families, find it necessary to feed, house or clean the clothes of soldiers, marking them as “collaborators” or a “strategic enemy.”\(^\text{17}\)
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Restrictions on Aid Groups Exacerbate Negative Impacts on Women

When humanitarian organizations are unable to reach vulnerable populations, as is the case in many conflict zones, these dire situations are exacerbated. Aid groups are often denied access to areas where and when the worst abuses against protected populations are taking place.\(^{18}\) Humanitarian access can be impeded by concerns regarding the safety of aid workers, and by U.S. anti-terrorism laws and policies that prevent humanitarian actors from engaging with armed groups. And it is not always possible for women to leave their communities in search of aid. Issues of safety, child care needs and a lack of resources can hamper the mobility of women seeking assistance.\(^ {19}\)

There are countless examples of how terrorists undermine the rights of women and how the U.S. government’s counterterrorism response fails to protect and can make things worse.\(^ {20}\) The U.S. government’s significant cuts to humanitarian aid to Somalia prior to the 2011 famine (for fear it would be diverted to al-Shabaab), for example, wreaked havoc on the humanitarian crisis there, with disproportionate impact on women and girls.\(^ {21}\) The gender dimensions and impacts of aid restrictions by both the U.S. government and al-Shabaab were acute at the height of the famine. In September 2009, due to aid cuts, the World Food Programme closed 12 feeding centers for mothers and children in Somalia.\(^ {22}\)

Despite these severe and varied ordeals, many women in conflict zones are working to help themselves and their communities, as well as creating the conditions conducive for lasting peace. “[T]raditional thinking about war and peace either ignores women or regards them as victims. This oversight costs the world dearly.”\(^ {23}\) Numerous organizations, both here and abroad, are working on behalf of women around the world who want to improve their communities despite the threat of armed conflict.\(^ {24}\) Yet
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\(^{24}\) Just a few of these organizations include Global Fund for Women, Women for Women, Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom, The Institute for Inclusive Security, Syrian Women’s Forum for Peace, and Nobel Women’s Initiative.
current U.S. counterterrorism laws and policies affect these organizations in the same way they impact all U.S. groups — by preventing life-saving work in terrorist controlled areas for fear of running afoul of the prohibition on the material support of terrorism and sanctions laws. Enabling legislation is needed to create a legal space for legitimate groups to work in these conflict zones, regardless of whether they’re controlled by terrorist groups, and to minimally engage with listed entities in order to reach vulnerable populations.

**Displaced Women and the Cycle of Violence**

When armed conflict leads to humanitarian crises, women often must make the difficult decision to leave their communities despite security concerns. It is no surprise that the majority of the world’s refugees and displaced are women. Left to care for their families and lacking resources, women often have no choice but to set out in search of improved conditions. The disruption caused by forced migration adds to the grievances that drive civilians into violent extremism. In fact, the UN Security Council, in Resolution 688 on Iraq and Resolution 841 on Haiti, recognized that mass displacement was a threat to international peace and security. The economic strain felt by widows in Iraq, for example, has been cited as a reason they joined the insurgency and in some instances became suicide bombers.

Preventing displacement, therefore, can serve to break the cycle of violence seen in these populations. To do so, humanitarian actors need access to areas where armed groups operate so that the basic needs of vulnerable women and children are met. Additionally, allowing peacebuilding organizations to work in these areas can help reduce the threat to security that causes many women to flee their homes. U.S. counterterrorism laws and policies limit the potential for peacebuilding through the prohibition on the material support of terrorism. Barring communication with an armed group—when that communication is directed at getting groups to lay down their arms—is counterproductive. Allowing space for peacebuilding organizations to work can set the conditions for lasting peace and encourage youth to steer clear of violent extremist groups.

---


27 (T Williams, NY Times, cited in decade lost on p. 40)
Enabling legislation is necessary to allow humanitarian and peacebuilding groups to fill the humanitarian vacuum that these laws have created and alleviate the conditions that give rise to violent extremism in the first place.

**Gender-based Violence in Humanitarian Crises**

“Women’s inferior status, virtually everywhere in the world, means that they are primary targets” of violence. In humanitarian crises, women are left in environments where they are unprotected and traditional safeguards have disintegrated. The proliferation of weapons adds to the insecurity and presence of violence. Women caught in conflict are often forced to feed and/or harbor soldiers, who threaten, rape, beat or kill them. Those who choose to flee may be exposed to violence as they travel.

For women who flee their communities for security reasons, far too many find that their new surroundings are no safer. “For displaced and refugee women, vulnerability to sexual and gender-based violence is exacerbated ... unaccompanied women and girls, those who head households and pregnant, disabled or older women face particular challenges that are linked to limited livelihood options and high vulnerability to violence. Such vulnerabilities often trigger responses that put women and girls’ safety at risk, such as sex work or early marriage.”

“While sexual violence during conflicts is as old as warfare itself, it’s a new phenomenon as a tactic of terror in countries including Iraq, Libya, Mali, Nigeria, Syria and Yemen.” Among the violations of women’s human rights reported to the UN in 2012 were the killing of women by stoning for adultery; the targeted killing of women political activists; violence against and intimidation of women human rights defenders; physical violence against and sexual abuse of women migrant domestic workers; and extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances, torture, arbitrary detentions, abduction, rape and other forms of conflict-related violence against women.

Boko Haram is known for its abduction of women and girls—an estimated 2,000 since 2009. Captives are raped, forced to marry Boko Haram fighters and convert to Islam, and sometimes brainwashed to become suicide bombers.

ISIL, operating in Iraq, has attacked and killed female doctors, lawyers and other professionals. Some female doctors went on strike because of the difficulty of doing their job with their faces covered. At least one doctor was killed by ISIL for having participated in the strike, and others were threatened with destruction or seizure of their houses and property if they did not return to work. While these threats
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have driven many back to work, sources in Mosul say that the number of staff members working in health care facilities had dwindled.  

In November 2012, the protection cluster in Somalia reported that gender-based violence had increased tenfold over the previous year, with as many as 115,000 incidents reported. In Afghanistan in 2012, while the overall number of civilian casualties decreased for the first time since the UN Assistance Mission there began collecting those data, the number of Afghan women and girls killed or injured increased 20 percent over the previous year.

Ending Conflict and the Role of Women

So how do we stop or prevent the conditions that leave women alone, starving, desperate and subject to violence at every turn? Despite gaps in understanding why individuals turn to violent extremism, research suggests empowerment of women pays off in countering it. “Whether seeking to make peace agreements more durable, or stopping radicalization before it begins, addressing root causes and legitimate grievances matters a great deal. You can’t do that if you exclude women.”

Humanitarian and peacebuilding groups have known this for some time, and the UN has been examining the issue since 2000. UN Security Council Resolution 1325 reaffirmed the “important role of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts and in peacebuilding” and stressed the importance “of their equal participation and full involvement in all efforts for the maintenance and promotion of peace and security.”

In addition to the laws that prevent legitimate peacebuilding and humanitarian projects in terrorist-controlled areas, there are terrorist financing laws that restrict donations to nonprofits. These have had a big impact on women’s rights organizations, have interfered with efforts by these groups to resolve conflicts, support victims of terrorism, advance the rule of law and human rights, and realize equality,
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political inclusion and socioeconomic empowerment.\textsuperscript{39} This “may curb efforts that would effectively counter conditions conducive to terrorism.”\textsuperscript{40} For example, when Hamas won the Palestinian Authority’s general legislative elections in January 2006, the U.S. government cut off or put on hold funding to a number of local organizations, including the Association of Women’s Committees for Social Work (AWCSW), which had outstanding project proposals “ranging from domestic violence prevention to voter education.” Consequently, AWCSW’s founder expressed “frustration about international isolations that she says will only serve to strengthen Hamas.”\textsuperscript{41}

\begin{center}
\textit{The Special Rapporteur has reiterated “the need to ensure that there are humanitarian exemptions to sanctions …”}
\end{center}

The UN’s Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights while countering terrorism is concerned that terrorism financing laws that restrict donations to nonprofit organizations “have particularly impacted organizations that promote gender equality, including women’s rights organizations. The small-scale and grassroots nature of such organizations means that they present a greater ‘risk’ to foreign donors who are increasingly choosing to fund a limited number of centralized, large-scale organizations for fear of having their charitable donations stigmatized as financing of, or material support to, terrorism.\textsuperscript{42} The need to ensure accessible, safe and effective channels for donation to such organizations is particularly acute in situations of humanitarian crisis, which have disproportionate impacts on women and girls.

Therefore, the Special Rapporteur has reiterated “the need to ensure that there are humanitarian exceptions to sanctions, particularly the freezing of funds, and notes that organizations that further gender equality may be among the nonprofit organizations that reduce the appeal of terrorism by engaging in development measures that can counteract conditions conduct to recruitment to terrorism.”\textsuperscript{43}
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Conclusion

We need to support women in global hot spots who work to change their lives for the better. “We can ignore women’s work as peacemakers, or we can harness its full force across a wide range of activities relevant to the security sphere: bridging the divide between groups in conflict, influencing local security forces, collaborating with international organizations, …” Removing barriers in the material support statute and sanctions programs will allow U.S. nonprofits to partner with and support women globally. We can then reap the benefits of the important work being done by women’s advocacy and peacebuilding organizations around the world. When the conditions that make women more vulnerable in conflict zones are alleviated, all at-risk populations benefit.

“The international community must recognize, as the extremists do, that empowered women are the foundation of resilient and stable communities — communities that can stand firm against violent extremism.” Sociologist Zeinabou Hadari, who has worked for over two decades on the promotion of women’s rights and leadership in Niger, once said that every step forward for women’s rights is a piece of the struggle against fundamentalism. “Protecting women must be at the heart of any global counter-terrorism response. This is a security imperative.”
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The Charity & Security Network was launched in November 2008 by charities, grantmakers and advocacy groups to promote security policies that protect civil society and to address barriers counterterrorism measures create for legitimate charitable, development, human rights and conflict resolution work.